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Welcome
Back!
Outbreak on Campus

Photo by Christina Cardinal

Jacqueline Favaloro
News Editor

Approximately 86 C.W. Post residential and commuter students reported
symptoms of vomiting and diarrhea as of
last Thursday January 20. William Milford,
Director of Student Health and Counseling informed the Pioneer that the virus is similar to
other cases occurring in Nassau and Suffolk
Counties, and is not a food-borne illness. The
incubation period for this illness is one to four
days, and the symptoms last for about 24-48
hours.
Senior Marshall Rapson was one of
the several students who were taken to the

hospital last week. Rapson began feeling sick
on Wednesday, January 19 at about 8:00 p.m.
He was rushed to Glen Cove hospital at about
1:30 a.m. and was released at about 10:00
a.m.  While he was at the hospital, Rapson
was hooked up to I.V. and given anti-nausea
pills. Initially, Rapson thought he had eaten
something bad at Winnick. When his roommate who ate the same thing showed no sign
of illness, Rapson knew this was something
more. The illness lasted from Wednesday
through Saturday. “I could definitely think of
other ways to spend my time,” said Rapson.
Senior Kristyn Horn also went to Glen
Cove hospital last Wednesday night. “I was

the fifteenth person, eight came after me,”
said Horn. They provided a shuttle because
there was so many of us that went to the hospital.” Her visit lasted from 5:30 a.m. to about
11:30 a.m. While there, Horn was given the
same treatment as Rapson. “At first I thought
it was the food,” Horn said. “But now I don’t
even know, I guess it’s this virus.”
However, the fight to stay healthy on
campus is not over.  Students on campus are
still showing symptoms of the virus. Sophomore Ulrika Berg was rushed to the hospital
Continued on page 
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Continued from page 
this Friday night with the same
sickness. “It sucks, said Berg.
“It’s the worst sickness I’ve ever
experienced.”
According to the New York
State Department of Health and
as reported by the Glen Cove
Hospital, the illness is thought to
be a possible Norwalk-like virus.
It is spread by exposure to infected people or contaminated food
and water. The virus is passed in
stool and vomit. Outbreaks have
been linked to sick food handlers,
contaminated shellfish, and water
contaminated with sewage.
It is generally spread from
person to person contact, but
some medical reports suggest
that the virus can spread through
the air during vomiting. The
most common symptoms include
nausea, vomiting, and stomach
cramps, and diarrhea. Those
infected generally recover in one
to two days. No specific treatment
is available. Persons who become
dehydrated might need to be
rehydrated by taking liquids by
mouth. Occasionally patients may
need to be hospitalized to receive
intravenous fluids.
Pat Urena, a parent of a student living at Post who has also
been sick with similar symptoms
is upset with the lack of information. “I think the fact that they’re
not informing parents that the
kids are getting sick and that
there is an actual epidemic going
on at the college is misleading,”

said Urena. “Most of the information is coming from the media
and not the school. A lot of these
kids are commuter students and
now their families’ health is being
compromised because they’re
coming home with the virus or
whatever it is.”
According to Mary Ellen
Laurain, Director of Communica-

to contact various students and
staff on campus to determine
the source of the illness. The
Nassau County Department of
Health advises that it will take
10 to 14 days to complete their
tests and identify the illness.
The University will administer
a confidential electronic survey
to students, faculty and staff
who reported having symptoms of the illness to assist the
NCDOH in the determination
of the possible cause of the illness. The Pioneer is unaware
of any staff or faculty member
who has gotten ill.  
Since the onset of this illness, C.W. Post has expanded
its student Health and Counseling Center hours during the
weekend. The infirmary was
open both Saturday, January 22 and Sunday, January
23 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. The
C.W. Post Emergency Medical
Service was also available to
transport students to nearby
hospitals. The Facilities staff
also continues to follow the
Nassau Country Department
Photo by Christina Morgera of Health guidelines, which
tions for the Nassau County Deinclude the cleaning and disinpartment of Health, the NCDOH
fecting of classrooms, common
is doing a complete environmenareas, bathrooms, locker rooms,
tal investigation into the cause of
recreational equipment, and resithese gastrointestinal symptoms.
dence halls. For further updates,
“We’ve been on campus conduct- see the “Health Advisory” link on
ing interviews,” said Laurain.
the C.W. Post Student Health and
“We’ve been working with both
Counseling web site at www.liu.
doctors and campus administraedu/CWPost/StudentLife/Sertors.” The NCDOH will continue
vices/SHCC.aspx.

An Artists’ Past Comes To Life
Lauren Fiore
Staff Writer

   On January 5th, 2011, the School of
Visual and Performing Arts(SVPA) sponsored
a special lecture by Kenneth Wayne, Ph.D.,
on one of the most renown artists in history;
Amedeo Modigliani.
The lecture was held for a packed crowd
in the Great Hall.  Professor of Art Frank
Olt and SVPA Acting Dean Benjamin Moore
introduced Dr. Wayne, the author of Modigliani and the Artists of Montparnasse. Wayne,
one of the leading experts on Modigliani was
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educated at a multitude of prestigious universities including Stanford University where he
received his Ph. D., the Courtauld Institute of
Art, the University of London, and the University of California, Berkeley. His lecture
spanned Modigliani’s life and achievements,
from his early years in Italy to his work in
Paris.  The lecture included a slideshow of
Modigliani’s sculptures and paintings.
Modigliani was born into a Jewish family in Livorno, Italy in 1884. He traveled the
world and created hundreds of works of art
that thousands of people still admire today.

He lived in Venice and ultimately settled
down in France where he died in January,
1920 of tubercular meningitis. Recently,
Modigliani’s work has broken records in sales.
His sculpture titled “Head” from a French
collection sold in June 2010 for 52 million
dollars. In addition, Modigliani broke his own
record when his painting “La Belle Roumain”
sold for 69 million dollars in October 2010.
Following the lecture, Wayne joined
the students, faculty and guests for light
refreshments, and answered questions about
Amedeo Modigliani.
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Winter Wonderland at C.W. Post

Photo by Christina Morgera

Sandra Elien
Staff Writer

Cold weather, snow, potential blizzards;
not the time for attending classes right? During the winter session, 44 courses were available at C.W. Post Campus of Long Island University. These courses provided students with
the ability to get ahead, or get a jump-start
into one’s college career at 1/3 off the tuition
rate. These courses provided the opportunity
to earn credits in 10 days.
This winter session had a significant
increase in the number of students enrolled
in the 44 courses available; this past winter
session also attracted many visiting students
studying at other colleges.
Along with traditional courses in basic
drawing and figure painting, The School of
Visual and Performing Arts readily accommodated students by providing courses in digital
imaging, and Photoshop, as well as graduate digital design. Courses consisting of an
introduction to sociology, social institutions,
and American visions and critiques were also
made available over the winter break. These
courses systematically studied the social relationships and behavior occurring in human
society. The department of Psychology also
offered a variety of courses such as the psy-



chology of humor and the psychology of wild
dolphin social behavior in Costa Rica.  
Throughout the course of the winter session, courses from the core curriculum were
also made available in an effort to fulfill prerequisites in a degree program. These courses
included Introduction To Macroeconomics, Economics for Investors, Composition:
Argument/Analysis, Western Literature To
Renaissance, Western Literature: Enlightenment To Modern, Substance Abuse, American
Civilization Since 1877, Elementary Italian 1,
Teaching Methodologies, Beginning Philosophy, and Introduction to Political Science.
“The break between the fall semester and
the winter session can be viewed as a time to
take classes in a short period of time,” Janice
Jrasso, an alumnus of the class 1987 said. Although, the winter session included periods of
decent weather compared to previous winter
session that had to overcome, for example,
heavy snow in the between 2009 to 2010.
The course work was comparable. “Students
have to work just as hard in both semesters,”
Jrasso said.
Though signing up for winter courses
can have its disadvantages, there is a benefit.
Andrew Cordero, a Music Education major,
agreed that the smaller and convenient class-

es offered five days a week allowed students
to build close personal relations with their
professors, which may enrich students’ ability
to grasp the various concepts presented in the
courses.
This winter session proved to be a success for various reasons. Statistics showed
that 415 students, 28 of which were visiting
students, sought to enrich their academic curriculum. These visiting students consisted of
individuals from other colleges and universities who may have wanted to delve in other
academic programs to satisfy degree program
requirements in exchange for transfer credits
at their university.
Michael Santoro from Non-Traditional
Student Programs discovered that many
visiting students were from the University of
Delaware, Georgetown University, Syracuse
University and Tulane University. The most
popular courses were English 8- Western
Literature, Criminal Justice 60- Terrorism,
Health Education 205- Substance Abuse, Art
31- Ceramics.
In essence, the winter session provided
the opportunity for students to fulfill degree
requirements at 1/3 the tuition in 10 days.
The classes during the winter break not only
appealed to the C.W. Post community, but to
other universities and colleges as well.
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Blackboard:

a Popular Tool on Campus Or an Unnecessary Nuisance ?
Andrea Deignan
Staff Writer

In the new technological age, the ways
in which students, and teachers interact is
changing. The ipad has also changed how students are using technology on campus. One
of the included apps is a Blackboard app. The
site is now becoming more popular since the
ipad was made available to all students.
Blackboard originally launched in
2004 and is used in over 3,000 colleges and
universities all over the world. The site provides teachers with the ability to create a page
for a course and upload course content onto
that page. Students can then view a syllabus,
print notes, or watch videos related to course
material.
The site also allows for teachers to
communicate with students in various ways.
They can post messages to a class, or start a
discussion board. Students can respond back
to an individual classmate, or the class as a
whole.
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“I think Blackboard is really useful,”
says Junior accounting major Annalisa Crecco
“I can get all my class notes and PowerPoints
in one place. I can also see if my teachers post
any messages to the class, or make any changes.”
Many teachers on campus find Blackboard a useful classroom tool. English professor and WAC coordinator Wendy Ryden uses
Blackboard often in her classes.
“Blackboard is a convenient way to make
links and files available to students without
the hassle of photocopying, but what I really
like about the software is that it provides me
with ready made tools to teach writing that is
collaborative and dialogic,” says Ryden.
Ryden uses the site to start discussion in
her classes. “Students interact with each other
through the discussion board feature, sharing and responding to one another¹s writing,”
says Ryden. “Their communication gains an
authenticity often lacking in school writing
assignments.”

English professor John Scheckter has
chosen to create a site of his own instead of
using Blackboard. Using Google sites he has
created a website where he uploads content
for his classes to use and download. “There
are only a few things I want a website to do:
posting syllabi and prompts, embedding
pictures, and linking film or sound clips,”
Scheckter said. Blackboard offers management functions that I haven’t needed yet.”
Using the site is the choice of the individual instructor. Blackboard can be a useful
tool for students to access information and
communicate with teachers and students. The
site can also be useful in prompting discussions in the classroom.
Blackboard allows students to stay connected while they are in school, and at home.
“At its best, we see this wonderful web of
interaction--from teacher to students, students to teacher, student to student.  So we all
become co-constructors of knowledge,” says
Ryden.
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Clubs & Organizations
A Look At North Shore Equestrian Center
Anne Winberry
Staff Writer

Many students do not realize that tucked
away at the back of the C.W. Post Campus is
the North Shore Equestrian Center.
The Equestrian Center, one of the oldest
on Long Island, has been operating for over
40 years. Thanks to the help of professional
trainers, all Long Islanders, including C.W.
Post students, can learn to horseback ride.
“Anyone can take lessons here,” said

Francisca Martinez, an assistant at the center.
“No prior training is necessary.”
For those Long Islanders who are lucky
enough to own a horse, the Equestrian Center
is a place where privately owned horses can
live. The Center even has school horses that
are kept in a separate barn. They are used for
beginners as a way to help build their confidence in riding. All the horses are watched
and cared for seven days a week.
The Equestrian Center is open all year

round and offers lessons six days a week.
Even now, as we battle frigid temperatures,
students can take lessons in the indoor arena.
However, in those spring months, be sure to
enjoy the four outdoor arenas.
Thirty-minute and one hour lessons
are offered from early in the morning to late
afternoon. All level riders are welcome. For
more information on lesson rates and more,
contact the North Shore Equestrian Center at
516-626-9714.

Make Friends, Have Fun, and Serve
the Community
Alexandra LaRocca
Promotions

Do you enjoy helping others?  Do you want to become
more active in the community?
Why not get involved and become
a part of Circle K? The club was
created in 2008, when Kristin
Leverone, now a senior Earth
Science Adolescent Education
major, had the vision of uniting
C.W. Post students with the community through fun and rewarding service activities. “ After being
a part of the high school level of
Circle K, Key Club, I knew that
I had to start a Circle K at C.W.
Post so that I could show others
how much fun service is and the
friendships that can be made,”
explains Leverone.   
Since its charter two years
ago, Circle K has been successful

in raising awareness and funds
for various charities and organizations. Throughout the school
year, students actively participate
in raising money and awareness
through walks and fundraisers for
various causes such as Walk for
Autism, Susan G. Komen Breast
Cancer Foundation and the Light
the Night Walk that supports the
Leukemia and Lymphoma Society. This past October, members
volunteered at the Glen Cove          
St. Christopher Ottilie, where
they worked with children with
special needs, decorating pumpkins and coloring Halloween
cards.  Circle K participates in a
yearly weekend service trip where
students volunteer at the Ronald
McDonald House in Pennsylvania.  Throughout the weekend,
students cook breakfast and din-

ner for the families staying at the
house.  Later in the day students
volunteer at Paxton Ministries, a
home for the mentally challenged,
where they interact with residents
by playing games and cooking
lunch.  Some highlights of the
weekend are visiting Hershey’s
Chocolate World and theme park,
while also eating out at Sonic and
Dairy Queen.
“ I know that they do a lot
off-campus, but I wish they did
more on campus,” explains Marissa Santomaso, a junior Public
Relations major.  Aside from
Bowling For A Cause, done with
the commuter Student Association there have not been many
programs done on campus.
Being a part of Circle K
gives students a unique experience, allowing them the opportu-

nity to complete service projects
with other Circle K members on
Long Island as well as across the
country. Through the Long Island
Chapter of Circle K, students attend Gala Ball’s to raise money
for Unicef, pediatric kits for ambulances and other foundations.
Circle K’s current president
Veronica Mirenda, a senior Marketing major, has been involved
with the club from its start in
2008, where she was responsible
for the Public Relations. “Circle
K has been a great opportunity
for me to serve others, meet new
people and really network,” explains Mirenda.
Circle K meets every Tuesday at 5 pm at the Interfaith
Center. If interested in learning
more or attending events contact
the club at cwpostcki@gmail.

Team Up With the Health and Physical
Education Majors Club!
Ashley Noble
Staff Writer
The Health and Physical Education Majors Club is
dedicated to bettering the lives
of others by promoting healthy
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lifestyle choices and physical fitness. The club works in collaboration with many organizations to
host events that create awareness
about various existing health issues.
The Health & Physical Ed-

ucation Majors Club is proud to
welcome back returning members
as well as welcome new members
this semester. Returning as club
advisor is Professor Gail Weintraub, a teacher in the Health and
Physical Education Department.

Professor Weintraub assists the
executive board in organizing
events and fundraisers for the
club and in encouraging all health
and physical education majors
Continued on page 10
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to take active roles in the club.
Bryan Coopersmith, who has
been actively involved in the club
for the past year as vice president,
will take over as club president.  
Returning as club treasurer is
Matthew Jantzen, who has held
that title for the past two years.  
Our former President, Elyssa Pascarella, will be our SGA representative while student teaching this
semester. Elyssa’s dedication has
helped to make the club as successful as it is today.  
Health & Physical Education Majors Club is very pleased
to introduce its new members to
the executive board.  Christie Cardinale will take over as the club’s
Vice President.  Christie has
been very active on campus as a
resident assistant, student ambassador and member of Alpha
Epsilon Phi Sorority.  Phil Novins will be the Public Relations

director.  This is a new position
  Another organization that
on our executive board, which
the Health & Physical Education
handles the social networking as
Majors Club works in collaborawell as other media will now be
tion with is the National Alliance
used to promote our club events.
on Mental Illness.  NAMI works
Stephanie Sirico is our new club
to “stomp the stigma” that is assecretary and will assist in orgasociated with mental illness and
nizing all club events.  Matthew
with the people who suffer from
Slinkosky and Lisa Jablow will be them.  Last semester, the Health
the membership coordinators and and Physical Education Majors
will be responsible for recruiting
Club hosted a walk on campus to
new members to our club.
benefit NAMI. This event was a
Last year, the Health &
huge success and included guest
Physical Education Majors Club
speakers, donations, raffles,
had a very successful run. It
prizes, giveaways, and a 5K walkworked in collaboration with the
a-thon.  
American Heart Association by
The Health & Physical
hosting the “Volley for Heart” vol- Education Majors Club takes
leyball tournament on the C.W.
pride in its events and hopes to
Post campus.  The tournament
continue to inspire and educate
was open to all and included
others the way it has the memraffles, prizes and giveaways. The bers of the Health and Physical
club is proud to say that “Volley
Education Department. This
for Heart” raised over 700 dollars semester, it encourages all memfor the American Heart Associabers of the Health and Physical
job 9-304
tion and was an enjoyable event
Education Department, as well
10 x 6.75
for all who attended.
as the C.W. Post student body, to

attend its events.
On Wednesday, February 9,
at 6 pm, the club will host the annual “Volley for Heart” volleyball
tournament at the Pratt Recreation Center gymnasium.  The
club is hoping that this will be as
great of a success as it was last
year, in creating awareness for
the American Heart Association.  
The executive board encourages
all students of the C.W. Post campus to make teams and to be part
of the annual volleyball tournament and support the American
Heart Association.  
For any questions about our
club or information about attending events, please feel free to contact Bryan Coopersmith at (516)
317-9377 or Christie Cardinale at
christiecardinale@msn.com.  The
Department of Health and Physical Education is located in the
back of the Pratt Center.  Feel free
to visit anytime!

pioneer

“RETURN–TO–LEARNING” WORKSHOP FOR ADULT STUDENTS
The Office for Non-Traditional Student Programs invites all
adult students (age 25 and older) enrolled at C.W. Post to a
free Return-to-Learning Workshop that will help ease your
transition back into the classroom.
Among the key strategies covered will be:
• How to study more effectively
• How to improve reading comprehension
• How to approach test-taking with confidence
• How to navigate the Library and its vast resources
Saturday, February 5, 2011
Kahn Alumni Hall, Room 120 • 10:00 a.m.–1:30 p.m.
Light refreshments will be served.
R.S.V.P. by February 1, 2011
adult-services@cwpost.liu.edu or call (516) 299-2445
We’re looking forward to meeting you!

10
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Welcome Back!
from your counselors in
Academic & Career Planning
and
Cooperative Education & Internships
Kumble Hall, 2nd Floor
(516) 299-2746 • (516) 299-2251
www.liu.edu/cwpost/ac
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Student Success Starts Here
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Dear Student,
Long Island University President David J. Steinberg is continuing to provide the University community with periodic updates on the
institution’s financial position. His recent missive, reproduced below, points to continued progress, most notably, a surplus of revenue
over expenditures of $8.6 million. New initiatives including the free distribution of iPads to all incoming freshman and transfer students,
as well as a special price on the devices for upperclassmen, also are highlighted. In addition, the consolidation of the Westchester
and Rockland Graduate Campuses and the upcoming introduction of a new health care proposal for employees are mentioned.
The Administration of the University

President
David J. Steinberg,
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PHOTOGRAPHY MAJORS
WANTED:

The Pioneer wants YOU to help capture our
favorite moments at Post!
Join us for lunch every Monday during Common Hour
in the Pioneer Office in Hillwood Commons

Contact The Pioneer: cwpstpnr@gmail.com
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New Years Resolutions
Genna Apfel
Features Editor

It’s 2011. You know what that means.
New year, new you. This is a perfect time to

make life-changing goals and better habits.
Maybe you want to cut all those sweets out of
your diet or simply give yourself a makeover.
What ever it may be, it can be the start of a

fresh semester and a better you. Lets take a
look at your fellow Post Pioneer’s on what
they plan on doing for their New Years resolutions.

”I want to enjoy life more
with better experiences and
new surprises.”
Malcom McDaniel (Sophomore)

“I want to
make more
time to see my
friends from
high school.” “I would like to end
Chelsea Serra (Freshman)
my junior year with
all A’s and to go to
“After transferthe gym at least
ring to a new
twice a week.”

“Dont dare
give up on
your dreams
when success
is an option.”

school this semester, I want
“I want to
to embrace my
make smarter
surroundings and financial decitake advantage of sions by savgreat opportuni- ing my money
due to my
ties heading my
shopaholic
way.”
obsessions”

Marshall Kapson (Senior)

Keith Apfel (Senior)

“Find true
love....for
now.”
Joey Figueroa (Freshman)

Taylor Williams (Junior)

Emily Anker (Junior)“

“Be a better
friend, student,
and to be a
healthier me.”

Britta Naro (Senior)
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So, we’re back for the new year, and what
better way to celebrate then a look back at the
decade that passed.Yes, due to the fact that we
as humans started counting years at 1 and not 0,
this decade actually started in 2001 and ended
on New Year’s Eve, 2010. Bet all those major
publications who made their “Best of the Decade” lists a year early are probably thinking, “We
screwed up” now, huh? Actually, they’re probably
thinking “Who is this little piss ant at some college newspaper to suggest that we screwed up?
We’re Rolling f***ing Stone. We make so much
money we could buy this little a-hole’s soul.”
Yeah, that’s more likely.
Anyway, we thought we’d kick off our best
of the decade series on the subject of movies.
Hell, movies are the best place to start for this
decade, since movies have been imagining these
aught years for decades, whether it be the bright
white dystopia of space in Kurbrick’s 1968, 2001:
A Space Odyssey, a post-earthquake Los Angeles
of 1994’s Double Dragon, or whatever the f***
was going on in Japan’s 1979 Undersea Super Train:

Marine Express. REVIEW
(Yeah, I did my research. There’s
a lot of movies set in the 2000’s. Might I recommend Wikipedia-ing Inseminoid.)
It’s been an interesting decade for film,
kicking off with flights of innocent fancy like the
first Harry Potter and Lord of the Rings films, and
ending on bouts of bleak reality like The Social
Network and The Fighter. Oh, and that second to
last Harry Potter film. With the advent of HD and
the re-advent of 3D, it seemed like if your movie
involved some kind of “D”, you were set. Except
for Deuce Bigalow: European Gigolo. And Daddy Day
Camp. Oh, and don’t forget Disaster Movie. Ok,
forget that idea about the “D” thing.
The cinema suffered it’s share of losses this
decade, seeing a wrap on the careers of legendary filmmakers Ingmar Bergman, Michelangelo
Antonioni, and Robert Altman; acting greats
Katharine Hepburn, Gregory Peck, Marlon Brando, Charlton Heston, Jack Lemmon, Paul Newman; and also causing us to appreciate those who
never earned the acclaim they deserved in their
lifetime, be it a posthumous Oscar to the chame-

leon Heath Ledger or saying a last “Here’s to you
Mrs. Robinson!” to the divine Anne Bancroft.
So, without much further ado, I give you
our movie issue. In it, you’ll find our picks for
the Best Movies of the Decade. Also featured in
this issue is my overview of the…let’s say underground films of the decade (if my editors let
me run it, that is. Which I‘m sure they will, since
they‘re wonderful, fantastic, intelligent, insightful,
and all around lovely people.Yep, I can kiss a**
with the best of them), a little look at the decade’s biggest let downs, and the first installment
of a new series we’ll be running, Nick Young’s 30
Subversive Pop Songs of the Decade. Bobby the
Pink, our beloved comic strip, will return next
week, as our cartoonist Josh Paige came down
with that virus that’s been going around. That really terrible virus. Which had nothing at all to do
with the food people ate, you understand? It’s a
virus! And don’t you forget it!
Well, we hope you enjoy this issue, and if
you have any comments, questions, or complaints,
feel free to e-mail us at loomingscwp@gmail.

The Decade’s Biggest Disappointments
Mike Natale
Review Editor

Yes, while this decade had its
triumphs, it also had its failures. Its
flaming, flaming failures. Now, we’re
not talking failures like The Love Guru
or Gigli, things that seemed doomed
from the first flicker of a trailer.
We’re here to discuss movies that
genuinely hurt our souls, crushed
our dreams, and brought us a little
closer to considering a sink-cleaner
cocktail.
Let’s set the scene: A young
16-year old boy, let’s call him Mickey,
asks a girl he’s had a crush on since
the 8th grade out on a date. She’s
smart, funny, dorky in the cute way,
and wears a replica of Wolverine’s
dogtags on her neck. So what would
be the ideal movie, especially when
he too is dorky (though not in the
cute way)? Why not the summer’s
sure-to-be-blockbuster, the revival
of the greatest superhero of all time
Superman Returns? Yes, the summer
of 2006, when many of his peers are
losing their virginities, he’s losing 154
minutes of his life to Bryan Singer’s
train wreck. He is pissed. He is royally pissed. He’s already been burned
by The Matrix Reloaded and The
Matrix Revolutions, has already had
his first taste of superhero suck-fest
at X-Men:The Last Stand, and been
bitten by Jurassic Park III, Star Wars:
Episode III and Terminator 3 (Mickey
would later learn that destructive
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force the number 3 has on a movie).
Surely, though, he has learned his lesson. Never again will he let a crappy
movie ruin a date. That he knows for
damn sure.
For his next date, in fact, this
time for a different girl’s 14th birth-

day (let’s save the judging, shall we?),
he thinks, “Why not see the next
film by that wunderkind M. Night?”
After all, The Sixth Sense is a modern
classic, Unbreakable was fun, and
even Signs and The Village were…decent? Well, he’s sure this is going to

be good. An engaging trailer, Paul
Giamatti, where could it go wrong?
Well, let’s just say the 2 hours the
girl would later berate Mickey for
(kind of) cheating on her were more
enjoyable than the 110 minutes he
and the girl sit through The Lady In
The Water. “How does something like
that film even come about?” Mickey
wonders. He swears that day he
will never again make any girl suffer
through a bad film.
Well, he doesn’t. He makes her
suffer through three. While later in
life he somewhat regrets his junior
year girlfriend suffering through his
steep depression, rampant alcoholism, and Guido Anselmi-esque narcissism, he more regrets forcing this
girl to endure Pirates of the Caribbean
3, Black Snake Moan, and (worst of
all) a midnight showing of Spider-man
3. But he swears, never again.
Then Indiana Jones And The Kingdom of the Crystal Skull happens.
Mickey learns, this decade, that
bad movies have their place (he has
some fun in the back row of Big
Momma’s House 2), but that place
is not in the eyes and memories of
viewers. Mickey is sure there will
be no let downs this decade, as he
eagerly awaits the new Spider-man,
James Bond, and Pirates of the Caribbean movies. He’ll learn eventually.
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The 30 Subversive Pop
Songs of the Decade: Part 1
Nick Young
Staff Writer

What is a subversive pop song? It’s more than just catchy melody or
cool lyrics. It’s a song that alters the world of pop music irrevocably. A song
that broke free of the strictures of its “sub-genre” and seeps it’s way into the
mainstream. Suddenly, a song that would have resided solely in the iPods of
only a select few listeners is now crying out across radios, television commercials, and typically dreadful covers on American Idol. Just as “Blue Suede
Shoes” subversively brought rock and roll to the world in the 50‘s, or how
Smells Like Teen Spirit” revived it in the 90’s; whether it be the pairing of
Quincy Jones and a young Michael Jackson, or Aerosmith and three young
rappers, the pop music landscape is forever altered by bold songs with great
hooks like these, that form the bends in the road on music’s evolution. So,
without further ado, here’s part one of our series:
1.) One More Time - Daft Punk (2001).This song no longer belongs to any one country. “One More Time” was once known mainly for being the #1 single in France. Today it sounds blissfully ignorant of nationality as
it floats freely through the airwaves. Its a song of the world now: suspended
in perpetual excellence. The nostalgic clipped horns have become a signature
of 21st century pop music (See: “Crazy In Love”). So has the vocoder. “One
More Time” fitted them together to allow for communal celebration for the
first time. Notice how Romanthony’s voice
has virtually no accent- unless you accept
auto-tune as a manner of speaking.
2.) Survivor - Destiny’s Child
(2001). After all of the darkness and
the sadness that we’ve experienced this
decade Destiny’s Child still gives us happiness. This is a universal song about the
stubborn refusal to give in- a vaccination
against hate disguised as soulful R&B.
Under the umbrella of Destiny’s Child
Beyonce & Co. helped gender-neutralize a
male-dominated music industry and level
out a stilted, predominantly masculine playing field.
3.) Get Ur Freak On / Work It - Missy Elliott (2001/2002).
Missy Elliott paved the way for Nicki Minaj. Timbaland is a musical connoisseur whose choice of samples are known for breaking new ground, not to
mention racial boundaries (Run D.M.C., Blondie). That said, “Get Ur Freak
On” is a bold song, even for Timbaland. It was the first Bhangra-influenced
composition to chart the Billboard Hot 100 (Bhangra is an Indian form of
dance). The snake-charming rhythm was
conceived via a single one-note instrument known as the tumbi. “Work It” has
more of a Block Party feel. It could very
well be this decade’s “Push it,” though
“Work It” is far more vulgar than Saltn-Pepa’s censor-friendly opus. But that’s
Missy Elliott for you.
4.) Do You Realize?? - The
Flaming Lips (2002).The opening
chord progression reverberates like a
laser pointer in a hall of mirrors. Suddenly, wherever you are, you’re floating
in space. “Do You Realize??” marries the tearful intimacy of a heart-to-heart
pep talk had with a friend in need to a sound scape fit for a cathedral. The
emotional ricochet sounds like everything is happening at once, and yet
somehow the song still finds a way to keep its warm center intact.
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5.) Lose Yourself - Eminem (2002). Slim Shady is responsible for more boundary breaking
hits than any other artist this century.
“Stan,” “Forgot About Dre,” “The
Real Slim Shady,” “Without Me,” “Sing
For The Moment,” “Not Afraid,” and
“Love The Way You Lie” are all landmarks in their own right, but “Lose
Yourself” is probably responsible for
more pumping-up per capita than
any other one underdog theme song
since Bill Conti’s “Gonna Fly Now.”
And check this out: the “Theme From
Rocky” was only nominated for an Academy Award for Best Original Song.
“Lose Yourself” won. And suddenly your parents are forced to take your
music tastes seriously…
6.) Ignition (Remix) - R. Kelly (2002). Far and away the most
famous remix of a song that nobody’s heard of ever. Period. People who
don’t even listen to R&B still know this song. Why? Because its the freakin’
weekend and everybody just wants to have some fun. At the end of the day
we all want to be like Ignition (Remix)-era R. Kelly: terminally chill. As long
as he’s cryogenically frozen in an mp3 format he’ll be a cradle-to-the-graveplayer and the world will be better for it.
7.) Clocks- Coldplay (2002) I’ll be the first straight male writer on
the Pioneer staff to admit this: Coldplay are more than capable of composing inspired romantic ballads. “Clocks” is proof of this. Chris Martin doesn’t
seem to be singing about anything in particular and yet his voice still enraptures. There is nothing fake about
Coldplay. These guys are great musicians. “Clocks” shows that they really
know how to light up an intimate
setting.
8.) Seven Nation Army
- The White Stripes (2003).
This song is a declaration of war, written in blood. The enemy: Sh*t Talkers.
Jack White wants you to preserve
the union of the red & white (White
Stripes signature colors) and the Blues
(their signature music). He called, and
we answered- Blues fans or not.
9.) Crazy In Love - Beyonce Ft. Jay-Z (2003). Beyonce and
Jay-Z have joint custody over this song. Rap, rhythm and rhyme syncopate in
perfect time. Be’ flashes her hips and HOV whips with his lips, respectively.
Following each other’s lead they produce the strongest argument for union
that’s ever been presented. If the vibe is
true then theirs is a marriage of equality. A
union of souls.
10.) Where Is The Love - Black
Eyed Peas (2003). ”If you only have
love for your own race then you only leave
space to discriminate- and to discriminate
only generates hate.” Pop music has never
generated a more coherent argument for
tolerance. Lets get together, lets forget
together. “Where Is The Love” asks us if
we’re willing to forgive and forget.
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Shut Off The Lights:
A Journey Through The Season of Cinematic Sin
Mike Natale

film ever made, the cool million budget going to Pirates, a film so engaging,
Now, I want to start this off by
fun, and exciting it did well even when
saying that the following piece isn’t
re-released with an R-rating, with all
for everyone, and if the subject of
sexually explicit material removed.
sexually explicit material repulses you,
Evan Stone’s Capt. Edward Reynolds
then I encourage you to skip over this
is meant to be a contemporary of
piece. We have several other wonderCapt. Jack Sparrow, and the New York
ful articles accessible to all interests.
Times (when it reviewed the film.
However, in examining a whole ten
Please observe the significance of a
years of our American, and indeed
major newspaper reviewing a pornoworld culture, to ignore a significant
graphic film) seemed to think so. The
sub-genre of film is to ignore my duty
million dollar film proved so successas a cultural commentator. Indeed,
ful it spawned a reportedly ten million
as acclaimed (in his field) adult-film
dollar sequel.
director Gerard Damiano stated as far
When the late essayist David
back as 1976 “As goes porn, so goes
Foster Wallace visited the AVNs (the
the world.”
Oscars of adult film), he composed
As captured brilliantly in Paul
“Big Red Son”, an essay in his comThomas Anderson’s 1997 Boogie
pilation Consider The Lobster, wherein
Nights, a love letter to the “pornohe described the odd phenomena of
chic” era of the 70’s that produced the
pornographic performers interfacing
classics of the genre like Debbie Does
with their fans. Wallace tragically took
Dallas and the revolutionary Deep
his life before he could see the age
Throat (of undeniable significance to
of Twitter and Facebook, with which
the history of our nation after it was
performers in the adult industry reguthe adopted nom-de-guerre of the
larly interact with the consumer, in
informant in the Watergate scandal),
effect using their identity and persona
the pornography industry are the first
to push their product. Consumers
to get singed by the inferno that will
no longer pick up a DVD (if they
soon devour Hollywood. Sure, porpick them up at all) for the scenes
nography is attributed to being the
so much as the stars, and no greater
deciding factor in the VHS v. Betamax
case for that can be made than in
wars, as well as the DVD v. Laserdisc,
the case of Sasha Grey, the young
and most recently that HD-DVD v.
woman whose intellect matched her
Blu-Ray affair. But there is a price to
libido, and managed to parlay a career
be paid for progress. Indeed, before
in adult film into a starring role in
you could buy a bootleg VHS of RagSteven Soderbergh’s The Girlfriend
ing Bull, you could buy one of Swedish
Experience, as well as…well, enough of
Schoolgirls 6. Same for DVD, and now
that. I’ve rambled too long.
pirated films on the internet. People
Indeed, I’m certain those reading
Steven Soderbergh’s “The Girlfriend Experience”
were illegally streaming Dru Berrymore
this who indulge in adult entertainbefore they ever thought to stream Drew Barabused as the industry ages) will leave the viewer
ment from time to time do not share my view or
rymore.Yet even as the industry falters, trying
feeling so cold and detached that no “first person
fascination with it. They simply see it as a means
desperately to combat the piracy Hollywood’s
view” can change that.
to get their rocks off, rather than a statement on
only just feeling the true sting of, let’s examine the
So, where does it go? How does the industry the American cultural mindset of the time. For
decade in adult film.
save itself, and in some cases, its soul? 2004 saw
them, they do not derive the same fascination
After an admirable attempt at dissuading
the release of the game-changing 1 Night In Paris,
I do in seeing what drives people at their most
internet piracy by making adult content available
the Paris Hilton sex tape, which a recent interanimalistic level. I, for one, look forward to seeing
online for a fee went awry, the industry needed
net survey revealed more people have seen than
what the future of the adult industry brings, what
to find new ways to make money. Tragically, those
most Best Picture winners of the decade. The
new slices of the American psychosis it presents,
in the San Fernando Valley tend to abandon long
film inadvertently launched the career of the now even if the majority of society looks down their
term thinking, jacking up DVDs to $40, and trying inescapable Paris Hilton, leading to a TV show,
noses at it. After all, John Holmes, the legendary
to produce films as cheaply as possible, launching
a record deal, and one of the most memorable
erotic performer, once said “Sexuality is the key
an extreme surge in “gonzo” films, shot without
SNL moments in years. Since then, sex tapes have to the problem of the psychoneuroses and of the
story on a handheld camera to give the viewer a
become a viable means to launch careers. Just flip
neuroses in general. No one who disdains the key
“first person feel”, while forgetting that no matter on E! if you don’t believe me. Kim Kardashian will will ever be able to unlock the door.” Or maybe
how “in the action” you try and place the viewer,
be happy to agree.
it was Lenny Bruce, the comedian, who said that.
the lack of story, of emotion, and any compassion
Other studios decided to combat the
Come to think of it, it might have been Freud. Eh,
towards the female performers in the films (who
“gonzo” initiative by going the exact opposite way, well, who cares? They’re all the same when you
become more and more frequently degraded and
seeing 2005’s release of the most expensive adult
shut off the lights, right?
Review Editor
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The Top Fifty Movies of
MN- Mike Natale; TL- Tom Lorenzo; NY- Nick Young;
JK- Jae Kim; AK- Adam Kampfer; CF- Carrie Ferrante
1.) The Lord Of The Rings (2001-2003)
There are some that will argue
that Peter Jackson’s The Lord of the
Rings trilogy should be treated as
three separate films. The truth is, he
only released them as such because
no one would release a 9 hour
movie, and those that say it’s not all
meant to be one film clearly have
not had a Red Bull fueled LOTR
marathon. LOTR was branded
“unfilmable” short of a Ralph Bakshi
cartoon from the 80’s. Jackson succeeded where all expected failure,
and crafted a trilogy of three hour
epics full of complex characters,
dense mythology, and poetic dialogue, and drew massive mainstream audiences despite that. There are some
that will say that there were better films this decade, but that’s like comparing a painting to the Sistine Chapel Ceiling. Perhaps little details of the ceiling
are flawed, but to sit back and marvel at the achievement as a whole, it’s
sheer mastery is undeniable.- MN
2.) The Dark Knight (2008)
Comic book movies have dominated this decade, but the movie that
tops them all is Christopher Nolan’s genre redefining, game changing classic “The Dark Knight”, starring Christian Bale as the Caped Crusader and
Heath Ledger as the Joker in one of, if not, the most iconic portrayals of all
time. Not just a great action movie but a movie with layers and a deeper
meaning, it’s a true masterpiece of cinema.- TL
3.) Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind (2004)
This is the sort of collaborative work of art that dreams are made of.
Eternal Sunshine showcases an Academy-Award winning screenplay by the
brilliant Charlie Kaufman, modern day Melies wizardry courtesy of boy-genius (one hit wonder?) dir. Michel Gondry, a gorgeous soundtrack by Kanyecollaborator Jon Brion, remarkably inventive cinematography by Ellen Kuras
(Coffee and Cigarettes, Away We Go) and career-best performances from
both Jim Carrey and Kate Winslet. Its practically perfect in every way.- NY
4.) There Will Be Blood (2007)
How often is it that we get a
main character as compelling and universal as Daniel Plainview? He captures
a cosmic mindset that have driven
leaders and countries to their goals, regardless the positive or negative nature
of the results. The film is accompanied
by masterfully patient visuals and a
score that remains to be one of the
most unsettling sounds in cinematic
history. Here is a period piece that
transcends the genre.- JK
5.) Children of Men (2006)
In “Children of Men”, Alfonso Cuaron tells a riveting story that asks
one simple and chilling question. What would happen to the world if we
were denied the ability to procreate? Cuaron uses this question to build
a dystopian alternate future that resembles Escape from New York meets
George Orwell where almost all hope is gone and everyone fends for him
or herself. Clive Owen and Julianne Moore lead with brilliant performances
in this drama about humanity.- AK
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6.) Shaun of the Dead (2004)
‘Shaun of the Dead’ makes me LAUGH. Every single time. We’ve all had
a friend like Ed. We’ve all been in such a rut that we don’t notice what’s really going on around us. We’ve all had to step up and mature when the time
comes, but usually, it’s never so funny. The film has its serious parts, but that
lends credibility to the laughter and the parody.- CF
7.) Brokeback Mountain (2005)
Ang Lee and James Schamus paint a tragic masterpiece of two men entangled in a forbidden love. This film doesn’t shout at it’s audience for equality, but instead invites them to a story which places humanity above all else.
These are flawed characters. The empathy is natural, drawn from the powerful performances from Jake Gyllenhaal and the late Heath Ledger. Brokeback
Mountain asks us to first consider the human condition, before slapping on a
label.- JK
8.) Kill Bill (2003-2004)
Quentin Tarantino is a living legend.
A man who mixes genres like a mad
scientist, he somehow always comes
out with a demented masterpiece and
“Kill Bill” might be his craziest. A four
plus hour modern day samurai hitman
revenge movie starring Uma Thurman as
a nameless assassin out for revenge, the
movie is part samurai movie and part
western. Filled with mind blowing action
and, surprisingly, genuine emotion, “Kill
Bill” is amazing. Classic.- TL
9.) Spirited Away (2001)
The only non-English animated film to win an Oscar, Hayao Miyazaki’s
modern day fairytale plays like poetry on film, spinning the tale of Chihiro, a
ten-year-old girl who wanders into a world on fanciful creatures. Distributed
here in the states by Disney (because it was better than any animated film
they’d put out in a while), Spirited Away proved to be a beautiful film for any
age, without even being in 3-D. Who woulda thought?- MN
10.) Mulholland Drive (2001)
If you’ve seen David Lynch’s “Mulholland Drive” and its still a mystery
to you, well, then that means you already get it- you just don’t realize it yet.
Film theorist David Roche surmised that “Mulholland Drive” is indeed a
mystery film because it allows the audience to view the solution to a question, but the film itself is a mystery that is held together “by the spectatordetective’s desire to make sense of
it.” Go figure.- NY
11.) The Royal Tennenbaums
(2001)
When “Bottle Rocket” was released it was generally well-received
but the film didn’t put its future
filmmaker, a Wesley Wales Anderson,
on the map. When Wes’ sophomore
feature “Rushmore” made its debut
two years later it confused the likes
of Pauline Kael and Roger Ebert and
quid pro quo it didn’t put Wes on the
map. The 90’s did not belong to Wes
Anderson. 2000-2010 did. “The Royal
Tenenbaums” put Wes Anderson on
the map.- NY
12.) Moulin Rouge! (2001)
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the Decade (2001-2010)
By the end of the 90’s, the musical movie was dead in the water. That
all changed when a little mad man from down under named Baz Luhrman
helmed his attempt at “An English Language Bollywood-style re-imagining of
La Traviata using contemporary songs”. We expected a train wreck. What we
got was one of the most original, striking, and heartbreaking romantic films
of all time. Who doesn’t still swoon when
Christian sings “Your Song”?- MN
13.) The Social Network (2010)
In the trailer for Terrence Malick’s
new film, “The Tree of Life,” it is said that
there are two paths through life: the way
of Nature and the way of Grace. I don’t
believe that either of these paths would
be compatible with Mark Zuckerberg. I
think he would choose the way of Code
instead. “The Social Network” teaches
us that codes make up everything in our
lives. Grace and Nature are just a part.NY
14.) Casino Royale (2006)
How do you revive a character who
has seen 20 movies over a span of 4 decades? Make like Batman and start
from scratch. Starring Daniel Craig as a more brutal, almost sociopathic
Bond (much like the books), “Casino Royale” is one of the best action films
of all time. Bond is different, but we are seeing how Bond became the Bond
we all know.- TL
15.) Amelie (2001)
One of the first “must see” foreign films of my lifetime, Jean-Pierre Jeunet’s fanciful story of Amélie Poulain uses the tragedy of Lady Diana’s passing
to launch Amelie into a colorful world on non-stop joy and simple, child-like
happiness. Amelie allowed a lot of us here in the states in November 2001 to
feel pure joy for a few fleeting moments,
finding hope, as the titular character
does, in the wake of tragedy.- MN
16.) Borat: Cultural Learnings of
America for Make Benefit Glorious Nation
of Kazakhstan (2006)
Seeing Borat for the first time was
a revelation. No one had ever before
pushed the envelope so far, so much, and
so…smart. Never before had someone
created such a clever satire as to rouse
the praises of even the stuffiest critic,
while being so low-brow and dirty as to
make even the dumbest guy you want to
high school with say “Very nice!” over
and over again. Though virtually forgotten now, it’s worth the revisit.- MN
17.) Pan’s Labyrinth (2006)
Genuine originality came along very rarely this past decade, but when
it did, it was well worth the wait. The cathartic feeling that audiences experience when they witness fresh innovation and a immaculate story unfold was
embedded into those who saw Pan’s Labyrinth. Guillermo Del Toro flawlessly
fused two distant yet magnetic elements together; history and fantasy. Garnering universal acclaim as the “adult fairy tale”, this beautiful story had us all
in child-like awe.- JK
18.) Up (2009)
“Up” is a film that combines all that Pixar is best at, brilliant storytell-
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ing, heartwarming characters, and beautifully rendered and imaginative images.
After the passing of his wife, Carl Fredricksen (Asner) decides to take one final
adventure and flies his house to South
America using an array of balloons and
shenanigans ensue. This film will make
you experience both the comedic highs
and the eye tearing lows that life has to
offer.- AK
19.) Once (2006)
Undoubtedly the least-seen film in
our top 20, John Carney’s film having a
place on this list should surprise none
who‘ve seen this small Irish gem. Glen
Hansard and Marketa Irglova star in the
film, as well as compose the gorgeous
soundtrack, winning an Oscar for “Falling Slowly”. In a decade of pushing the
envelope and huge budgets, it is a simple
film made on two handy-cams, that proves to touch the most viewers.- MN
20.) Avatar (2009)
If I only had two words to describe James Cameron the words I would
use are “Cinematic Futurist.” In the development of making Avatar Cameron
himself created new 3-D cameras, built an entire language and revolutionized
computer generated imagery that Hollywood is just beginning to grasp. The
story is not what brings you to Avatar, it’s a story that has been told numerous times. It’s for the technical design that blends reality and CG in a way
that few can differentiate.- AK

The Remaining Thirty...
21.) Far From Heaven (2002)
22.) Spider-Man 2 (2004)
23.) The Bourne Movies (2002-2007)
24.) Lost in Translation (2003)
25.) Anchorman:The Legend of Ron Burgundy (2004)
26.) Garden State (2004)
27.) Brick (2005)
28.) Before Sunset (2004)
29.) Wall-E (2008)
30.) The Departed (2006)
31.) Zodiac (2007)
32.) The Passion of the Christ (2004)
33.) I’m Not There (2007)
34.) Black Dynamite (2009)
35.) The Diving Bell And The Butterfly (2007)
36.) Caché (2005)
37.) The 40-Year-Old Virgin (2005)
38.) Batman Begins (2005)
39.) Downfall (2004)
40.) Oldboy (2003)
41.) City of God (2002)
42.) Super Troopers (2001)
43.) Donnie Darko (2001)
44.) 25th Hour (2002)
45.) 28 Days Later (2002)
46.) About a Boy (2002)
47.) The Pianist (2002)
48.) Love Actually (2003)
49.) Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban (2004)
50.) Bowling for Columbine (2002)
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SGA Gives Hillwood Commons
a Makeover

Nhya East
Copy Editor

At their final meeting last
semester, the Student Government Association, in tandem with
the C.W. Post administration,
announced plans to renovate
Hillwood Commons during the
spring semester. After listening
to student suggestions, SGA has
promised to make many changes,
such as the extension of shuttle
bus hours, and it came as no surprise when it announced the big
changes coming up next.
We can look forward to
seeing a long-awaited Starbucks
brought to campus. The Little
Shop of Commons will be transformed into a Starbucks, and
because there will then be no
need for Java City, Subway will
take over that area in its entirety.
There will be additional seat-
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ing for sub-lovers, and for some
friendly competition, the Grill
will also serve hot sandwiches like
Chicken Parmesan and meatball
heroes.
“These renovations symbolize that student voices are being
heard,” said Student Government
President Jared Ciborowoski. “I
hope that after seeing these, students are encouraged to speak out
more often.” Perhaps we might
even see more supportive faces
at town meetings and the people
who have opinions on these renovations or future ones will make
themselves known.
The changes don’t stop
there, either. Along with the hot
sandwiches in the Grill, more
registers will be opened to control
common hour traffic. In about a
week, the TV room, which previously was rather unwelcoming,

will be available for programming. It will be completed with a
new big screen TV with surround
sound, new tiling, retractable
seating, and two huge built in
windows overlooking the lobby
of the building. It seems we can
rest assured that the funding for
such renovations are not coming
from our student budgets either,
according to what was said at the
last SGA general meeting.
Students can expect to see
these changes finalized by the end
of this upcoming summer. Graduating seniors appreciate the efforts being made, but like anyone
on his or her way out, they wonder why these changes couldn’t
have happened sooner. It was
almost as if, this year, there were
more noticeable changes even
though they’re about to leave. “I
think the new renovations are

great, but it really sucks for the
seniors, who don’t get a chance
to enjoy them,” says graduating
business major, Chantelle James.
“As long as they don’t cut the
hours and keep things open past
8 pm, we should be fine.”
This school year, we have
seen so much being done by our
student government, and without
having to worry about our tuition
being raised, we can accept the
changes and enjoy them. Well,
those of us who will still be here
can enjoy them.
In the long run, when something major is done, it’s done for
the benefit of the whole community. Hopefully, future students
can appreciate the changes that
upperclassmen have worked on.
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Damn, he got a point:
“If Loving You Is Wrong…”
Kahlil Haywood
Staff Writer

Life is ever changing.
With that, sometimes we, as
individuals, change as well. Most
relationships, especially at this
stage in our lives, have the same
pattern: Things are rosy in the
beginning, and along the way,
you may encounter problems.
Problems are a good thing, as far
I’m concerned as long as there is
a willingness to be humble and
open to new possibilities. Many
breakups take place if the same
problems persist or if someone
isn’t comfortable enough to admit
that maybe he or she was in the
wrong.
Regardless of the outcome,
I think we all should aim to
remain amicable and cordial to
one another in the event that a
separation takes place. This holds

even truer if you happened to
love someone; the last thing you’d
want to do is be at complete odds
with him or her. And, what if your
counterpart sees things differently? You are now at that proverbial
“vulnerable state.” What happens
when you reach the realization
that the sincere feelings or the
genuine care you have for someone goes unnoticed? You see
that you are continuing to invest
emotions into someone who really couldn’t care less. This is very
common when you encounter
people who are stubborn.
I spoke to some people
who had experienced this issue.
Jasmine Williams, a sophomore
criminal justice major said, “Once
I realized I was the only person who really wanted to make
things work, I decided I needed
to no longer invest all of those
emotions.” A visiting former

C.W. Post student, who asked
to remain anonymous, also felt
that she’d experienced, firsthand,
what it’s like to be unappreciated. “My ex ignored all the good
things I did for him and constantly focused on the negative,” she
admitted, before proudly stating
that she had moved onto bigger
and better things.  As you can see,
there can be a variety of circumstances in which you could feel
that “enough is enough,” and that
realization can be a harsh one.
There comes a time when
you have to let go, which is probably the hardest thing to do. Trying to convince yourself that “you
don’t care” is useless. Chances
are that if you’re saying that,
you probably still do. You have
to allow yourself to feel all of the
emotions, even the undesirable
ones. This process can be a painful one. Usually, there’s a dispar-

ity in how you both are feeling
about each other. If you are the
one feeling hurt by the whole ordeal, you’re probably the one who
really wants the best for the other
person. It’s confusing, and it’s
emotional, but that’s the nature
of this beast we call relationships.
Understand that your heart is in
the right place, and hope that in
time, your former partner sees
that.
A time comes when you can
no longer be a victim of having
your feelings hurt. Think of it
this way: You don’t keep putting
money into a car that continues
to have the same problem. Sometimes, if loving someone is wrong,
YOU need to do what’s right…
what’s right for you. If you keep
your intentions pure, the good
will always come back to you.

Events at Post
Monday, January 24th, 12:30 pm, Hillwood Recital Hall, Department of Music
Convocation; Contact 299-2476.
Wednesday, January 26th, 12:30-1:30
pm, Pioneer Room, Hillwood Commons, Poetry Appreciation Day.  Faculty and students
are welcome to read 2 or 3 favorite poems by
authors you appreciate or your own original
work
Thursday, January 27th, 6:30-8:30 pm,
Great Hall, Ph.D. in Information Studies
Open House
Thursday, January 27th, 12:45-2 pm, Humanities 027, Lecture by Mary D’Ambrosio,
former Associated Press Reporter and Founding Editor of Big World Magazine  
Friday, January 28th – Sunday, January
30th, Post Theatre Company, Third Annual
Virgil J. Lee New Play Festival; $5 student
tickets; Contact PTC Box Office 299-2356.
Tuesday, February 1st, 4:00 pm, Humanities 214, PTV 1st Meeting, Contact ptv@
cwpost.liu.edu
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Yankees Look Ahead
Anthony Corona
Staff Writer

Since the trade dead-line in August of
2010, the New York Yankees were rumored
to be on the verge of landing pitcher Cliff Lee
from the Seattle Mariners.  However, on a last
minute bid the Texas Rangers swooped in and
pried Lee away from the Yankees. Of course
we all know the rest of the story, Yankees bow
out of the ALCS to Cliff Lee and the Rangers.
Cliff Lee put together a remarkable postseason, especially against the Yankees, allowing
just 13 hits, one walk and two runs while accumulating an astounding 34 strikeouts over
24 innings. Inevitably Cliff Lee became the
hottest commodity on the free agent market
once the season was over, and everyone knew
that the New York Yankees would be the biggest suitors for Lee’s services.  
After Lee signed with the Phillies, like
a domino effect, the Yankees began running
out of options to make the team better. Carl
Crawford signed with the Boston Red Sox,
Jayson Werth signed with the Washington
Nationals and Kerry Wood is back with his
former team, the Chicago Cubs. The Yankees’

focus on Lee prevented them from landing one of these big name free agents. The
Yankees off-season was not all bad though,
they were able to sign closer Rafael Soriano
to a 3 year, $35 million dollar deal. Soriano
finished last season with a league leading 45
saves, a 1.73 ERA (Earned Run Average) and
57 strike-outs in 62.1 innings pitched. The
Yankees are also pursuing some low risk/high
reward pitchers on the scrap pile of the free
agents list. The team has reportedly been
linked to the likes of Freddy Garcia, Jeremy
Bonderman, and Justin Duchscherer. All of
these pitchers are capable of winning games
in the big leagues, however pitching in the
American League East will be a test for these
pitchers. Garcia had his first healthy season
in three years last year posting a 12-6 record
with a 4.64 ERA with only 89 strikeouts.
Bonderman had a dismal season, going 8-10
with a 5.53 ERA and Duchscherer had anxiety problems, along with two recent shoulder
surgeries in Oakland. Garcia looks like the
best option statistically, but inconsistency and
injuries mar his chances of being a Yankee.
Some internal solutions the Yankees could

turn to is young righty Ivan Nova, and the
veteran Sergio Mitre. Nova made a few spot
starts for the Yankees in 2010 going 1-2 with
a 4.50 ERA. Mitre, who pitched for the World
Champion Florida Marlins in 2003, was predominantly a reliever for the Yankees in 2010
going 0-3 but had a very solid 3.33 ERA in 27
games last season.
If the Yankees want to compete with
the Red Sox and the rest of the American
League East, it’s all going to come down to
how good the younger players can step up this
year. It’s going to be difficult but not impossible. So I say to all the Yankee fans out there,
have faith because the Yankees still have an
All-Star at every position on the field and
anything is still possible. The Yankees, however, need to expand their horizons a bit when
it comes to free agents because as we all saw
with Cliff Lee, money isn’t everything. Some
guys may not be awed by Yankee money, and
that’s why the Yankees need to resort to their
plan B’s and C’s much quicker and not wait
on the decision of one guy. Let’s see how the
Yankees fare this season without Lee.

Men’s Basketball Rolls for
Eighth in Row
David Otero
Staff Writer

After a rough start to their 2010-2011
basketball season, the C.W. Post men’s basketball team has caught fire, winning eight
consecutive games to bring their record to 126. They are currently undefeated at home this
season and have a record of 9-2 in East Coast
Conference play.
In the Pioneers most recent game on
January 22nd, the team faced the Molloy College Lions. The Pioneers controlled the game
right from the onset, leading at the end of the
first half 35-20. Post’s solid play then continued into the second half as the Pioneers displayed consistent shooting from everywhere
on the floor and played outstanding defense
to propel them to a seemingly effortless 75-53
win over the Lions.
C.W. Post junior guard Stefan Bonneau
led the game in scoring with an efficient 22
points, as he was 8-12 from the floor, and
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4-8 from beyond the arc. Sophomore guard
Jonathan Kohler and senior guard Gil Montalvo balanced out the scoring attack for Post
as they each had 13 points.
All game long C.W. Post played air-tight
defense on Molloy, as the Pioneers forced
18 turnovers and caused the Lions to shoot
under 40 percent from the field. Despite only
scoring three points, senior forward Aaron
Hall dominated the glass as he hauled in 11
rebounds, five of them coming on the offensive end.
On January 19th, C.W. Post went
head-to-head with the Bears of NYIT. In this
game, the Pioneers burst out of the gate and
there was no chance of their offense being
slowed down. They shot nearly 60 percent
from the field in the first half, providing them
with a comfortable 49-30 halftime lead. Post
put up the exact same point total in the second half to cruise to an easy 98-72 win.
Stefan Bonneau had another spectacular performance dropping 27 points on 10-14

shooting, and was just as good from threepoint range as he was 4-5 from downtown.
Aaron Hall also played an excellent game as
he put up 19 points on 8-12 shooting while
grabbing 10 rebounds for a double-double.
The win versus NYIT was a great
win as everybody played a pivotal role and
contributed nicely. The Bears had no way to
stop the hot shooting of the Pioneers, four of
whom finished the game with double-figure
points. To top it off, the Pioneers shot a terrific 12-24 from three-point range. When the
offense is on like it was versus the Bears, no
one can slow down these Pioneers.
C.W. Post’s next game is on Wednesday, January 26th at 7:00 pm against the
Saint Thomas Aquinas Spartans. The Spartans are coming off a 72-60 win in their last
game which came against Mercy College. The
Pioneers will look to improve their winning
streak to nine games and stay undefeated at
home when they take on the Spartans who are
2-7 on the road this season.
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JOIN THE PIONEER NEWSPAPER AND EARN 3 CREDITS
SIGN UP FOR JOURNALISM 41, THE NEWSPAPER LABORATORY.
EARN 3 CREDITS FOR YOUR WEEKLY CONTRIBUTION
TO THE SCHOOL NEWSPAPER.
WRITERS, EDITORS, COPYEDITORS, PHOTOGRAPHERS,
LAYOUT STAFF, AND ADVERTISING SALESPEOPLE NEEDED.
MEETINGS ARE ON MONDAYS, 12:30-1:30 IN THE PIONEER OFFICE,
2ND FLOOR, HILLWOOD COMMONS.
FREE LUNCH ALWAYS SERVED.
COME MEET THE STAFF.

MAKE A POSITIVE CONTRIBUTION TO YOUR SCHOOL!
HAVE AN OUTLET TO EXPRESS YOUR CREATIVITY AND COMMUNICATE YOUR IDEAS!
DEVELOP WRITING SKILLS FOR YOUR PROFESSIONAL CAREER!
SEE YOUR WORK IN PRINT!
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BE A CAMPUS LEADER!		
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The 50th , 75th , and 100th
person to

The Facebook
Pioneer Page
Will WIN gift cards to either
Barnes and Noble, Simon mall, or Starbucks!
Get to “likin” folks!

Find us at Facebook at: The Pioneer (Newspaper)
Read the Pioneer at:
www.liu.edu/cwpost/pioneer
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Welcome
Back!
Dear Students, Faculty, and Staff:
The Pioneer welcomes you to Spring 2011!
We want to wish you the best of luck and great success in the new
semester!
Best Wishes,
The Pioneer Staff
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New Year, Same Challenge for
Women’s Lacrosse

Heather Norris
Sports Editor

More than a month in advance to the start to the spring
sports season, the C.W. Post
women’s lacrosse team has begun
preparations for the road ahead.  
Coming off their fifth consecutive
Final Four appearance, the Pioneers are confident about 2011,
and reasonably so.
Lacrosse Magazine released
its 2010 NCAA Division II Women’s preseason poll last month,
nabbing C.W. Post as 3rd in the
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nation behind last year’s champion, Adelphi, and Lock Haven
University of Pennsylvania.  The
Pioneers finished their 2010
season with a 16-2 record, falling
only to Lock Haven in doubleovertime midway through their
regular season and Adelphi in
the NCAA DII Semifinals. C.W.
Post women’s lacrosse will begin
its season March 9th at home
against Georgian Court University, and coach Meghan McNamara
is already looking forward to an
interesting season.
“I think last season was

one of our best since ’07,” said
McNamara.  The girls just kept
coming together and rising to
every occasion.  This year, she
pointed out, the team is totally
new. With big shoes to fill, she is
looking ahead to a great deal of
growth and getting to know each
other.  “We’re back at ground
zero,” she said.  Despite all of the
work ahead of them, McNamara
is excited for what’s ahead.  “I’m
always excited,” she said.  “We
have lots of weapons and tools
with such a big team.”  And with
second-ranked Lock Haven just

their 3rd game into the season,
this confidence is sure to be
tested.
Regardless of the rebuilding and the challenges in the
future, the team has one goal that
has not changed one bit since last
year: make it to the final dance
and come out on top.  In the end,
no matter how many players were
lost or many new players were
gained, this may be the only thing
necessary to guarantee a successful 2011 season.
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